
 

 

 

 

 

                                          May 2016 

                             

 

A great big “thank you” to everyone who came to help at 

the Family-Faculty Volunteer Day. Thank you to those who 

donated gift cards to help make the day possible. The  

school is now “spruced up” and wonderful. Even the kids 

by helping spread mulch and testing the new climbing tube and slide! 

 

     Dates to Remember 

May 7th – Art Show with Silent Auction. Time: 11:30 to 1:00. Come see the wonderful art your 

children have created over the school year, then stroll over and bid on some wonderful 

auction items all to help support the school. Check your ‘Inbox”-a flyer with details will be 

going out this week!  

May 12th, 2016– Spring conferences scheduled. School is closed. A sign-up sheet is posted in 

each classroom. Sign up soon as the openings are filling up fast. 

May 30th , 2016 - Closed for the observance of Memorial Day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Splash!” The next time your little one is in the bath, take a look at their nails. They grow so 

fast and be-for you know it they are long enough to scratch an arm or a face. So please 

have a look and give a clip to save them a slip. Thank you. 

 

Montessori Beginnings Newsletter 

 

  
Pre-primary Room 

Kira will be three 

Isabella will be four 

Ethan will be four 

Janelle will be five 

Liam will be five 

Lily will be four 

Joey will be four 

Toddler Room 

Violette will be three 

Ben will be three 

Nature Explore Play Space 

 

 The children will each have a Discovery booklet that will 

guide them on a scavenger hunt. They will circle picture of 

things they will find in nature, like a bird, flower, leaves, etc. 

Also patterns of textures will be explored, such as a leaf 

rubbing, the bark of a tree, and possibly pressing flowers.  

 During rainy days and inside time, the children can work 

on classroom extensions of bug exploration and the study of 

flowers. Children will do this through exploration with art 

materials, playdough or clay, and building with different 

materials.  

 After the big clean up on Saturday the children will be 

learning how to care for the outdoor classroom. A new fairy 

garden has been added. When you are out an about if you 

discover or come across a trinket that might be suitable for the 

fairy garden please bring it in.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

                                                                      
In May we will be focusing on flowers, birds and butterflies! Our color this month is orange. 
 
 

Language: Our book bin will contain books on flowers, opposite, objects and butterflies. 

Large piece puzzles will be out as well as picture cards (butterfly, tulip, daffodil, etc…) The 

butterfly and Very Hungry Caterpillar puppets will be available for our songs as well as the 

scarves (a current favorite). We also work on real photo “emotion” and body part cards. 

 

Sensorial/Math: This month we will focus on fine motor and sizes; 

big and small. A basket with big and little items that the children 

can explore and then sort. We will put buttons inside a 

a container then pour them out. We have been counting the 

stairs as we go up and down, the number of us at ‘Morning 

Meeting’ or how many cups or plates we have when we eat. 

 

Practical Life: Arranging orange flowers in a container, scooping 

split peas, posting corks inside pool noodles cut to look like 

flowers, placing a small orange rod inside a box with a door 

(imbucare box), shape/frame match up(this helps support one 

to one correspondence. We will bring back the large bowls and 

do some scooping of dried beans. The tactile table will be filled 

with potting soil, scoops, orange stones, lima beans (they actually germinate!), then later in 

the month is water and different size pitchers to pour with. We will continue to observe the 

birds eating from the seed wreath outside our front windows – always a treat! 

 

Self-Help Skills: The children will continue to clean up after they finish their work. They are 

working hard on serving themselves snack, lunch and using their utensils while they eat. They 

also work to take their inside shoes off, put on their outside shoes and coats.  

 

Art: Sponge paint flowers, a surprise for Mother’s Day and finishing up our art show projects. 

Cooking: Making fruit salad using the book the Hungry Caterpillar. 

 

Songs: Four Pretty Butterflies 

Four pretty butterflies playing around 

One saw a flower and flew to the ground.  

   Three pretty butterflies playing around 

   One saw a flower and flew to the ground. 

Two pretty butterflies playing around 

One saw a flower and flew to the ground.  

   One pretty butterfly playing alone 

   ‘til his friends came back… 

And they all flew home (1,2,3,4) 

 

   

 

Toddler one Room news 

 

Books 

 

   

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

           

                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          

 

 

 

     Toddler Two Room News 

May brings us many wonderful things, beautiful 

flowers, baby birds, butterflies, and so much 

more!  We will be fully embracing the month of 

May and will celebrate its special features within 

our classroom.  As a reminder, please apply bug 

spray and sunscreen before school each day to 

help with the elements. 

 

Language: The children will learn about 

the life cycle of a butterfly and embrace 

its beauty by working with matching 

cards, sequencing, and books.  The 

language area will also highlight 

matching pictures to names, and sound 

boxes.  We will be singing songs such as 

“The Tiny Caterpillar”, “5 Green and 

Speckled Frogs”, and “Here We Go 

Round the Mulberry Bush”.    

Math/Sensorial: To continue to 

compliment the month of May, we will 

offer a counting 1-5 activity that 

incorporates different insects, as well as 

sandpaper numbers. Magnets are so 

much fun, and we will continue to offer 

the children different forms of magnetic 

materials to explore with.  This month, we 

will introduce some color tablet 

matching, as well as a new knobbed 

cylinder work.  On the shelf will also be a 

butterfly stacking/nesting tower, texture 

matching, and new, more complex open 

and close materials. 

Practical Life: The children will continue to 

work with materials that they have been 

working on mastering such as pouring 

and transferring, but will change things up 

a little to complement the month of May.  

We will be pouring with pastel colored 

water, scooping fun spring objects, and 

tonging pretend insects.  In addition to 

these, the children will have the 

opportunity to transfer smaller amounts of 

water with an eye dropper. 

Art and Cooking: We will be working on a 

variety of hand print art to compliment 

the things that happen in May, and will 

be painting with more pastel colors.  In 

the kitchen we will be making vegan 
oatmeal cookies, a yummy treat for all to 

help to prepare 
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  Pre Primary Room news 

Bugs have taken over the pre-primary classroom. (not literally)  We will be studying insects, 

lifecycle of the butterfly and frog, along with continuing with our discussion of flowers. We will be 

tasting the fruits from the hungry caterpillar book and then graphing them. 

 

Practical Life =. Opportunities for scooping, pouring, squeezing, and caring for the environment 

will be adorning the shelves.  

 Scooping wooden beads into geometric shapes.  

 Practicing using a broom and dust pan with pom poms 

 Slicing pretend fruits 

 Grating cheese and making a snack 

 Frog washing 

 Color mixing 

 

Language arts: Eric Carle is the author but also our artist this month.  Our shelves will contain works 

with an Eric Carle flair, alphabet to picture matching, opposites, and babies to mommy 

matching.  Our book shelves will feature Eric Carle books, books that discuss many different 

lifecycles. 

 

 

 

Each alphabet box will have a corresponding work that highlights those letters. Making sound 

books, making words with puzzle letters, and making up stories using picture cards will round out 

works on these shelves.                                                    

Geography/Culture: Hola!  We will be taking a look at Mexican Culture; Coloring their flag, 

matching photos, sharing some Mexican food and fiesta and making a continent map by tracing 

our own big continent maps.  

Science: Our science center is the focus of this month’s curriculum by learning the life cycles of 

the butterfly and frog. Works on the shelves will help children learn these stages by engaging in 

puzzle making, matching objects with pictures, and using the four part life cycle tray. We will also 

be making an edible snack that portrays the life cycle of the butterfly. The class will also raise and 

hatch caterpillars into butterflies. Creepy crawly bug works will be lurking in the pre-primary 

classroom this month. Puzzles, bug matching, and trying to catch and observe real ones in the 

outdoor classroom are some of the activities planned. We continue to work on our land forms. 

Last month we covered ‘island’ and ‘lake’. This month we will look at ‘cape’ and ‘bay’,’ isthmus’ 

and ‘strait’. 

Math/Sensorial: The math area will contain the following: 

 1-5 counting work using bugs 

 1-9 counting work using frogs and lily pads 

 1-9 Eric Carle matching work 

 And the spindle box (counting writing instruments) 

 Eric Carle shape matching 

 Matching different size lids with their outlines. 

Art: Our artist is Eric Carle this month. We will be working on Mother’s day projects, Eric Carle 

inspired pictures for portfolios and a paper hanging lifecycle of the butterfly. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Pre primary May menu 

2 

 

Bring their own 

3 

  

Bring their own 

 

 

 

4 

 

Bring their own 

5 

Cinco de Mayo 

 

 

Bring their own 

 

 

6 

Cheese 

quesadilla 

Mixed veggies 

And fruit 

 

9 

 

Bring their own 

10    

 

Bring their own 

11 

 

 

Bring their own 

 

12 

 No School 

Parent/Teacher 

Conferences 

 

 

13  

Pizza, broccoli, 

apples and milk 

 

 

 

 

16 

Edible life cycle 

of butterfly snack 

 

Bring their own 

 

 

17 

Edible life cycle of 

butterfly snack 

 

Bring their own 

18 

 

Bring their own 

19 

 

Bring their own 

20 Hungry 

caterpillar fruit 

salad/chicken 

nuggets/rolls/ 

Veggies/milk 

 

23 

 

Bring their own 

24 

 

Bring their own 

25 

 

Bring their own 

26 

 

Bring their own 

27 Red White 

and Blue Lunch 

Flag pasta 

Strawberries 

and blueberries 

Cheese sticks 

 

30 No School 

Memorial Day 

 

31 1 2 3   

Pancakes 

Sausage and 

fruit 

 

 

 


